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In the most recent diplomatic development
in the Middle Eastern region, Saudi Arabia has
severed all diplomatic ties with Iran. This was in
response to the attack on its embassy in Tehran

contemplating the escalation in the sectarian
divide and the increase in the investments for the
proxy wars in the region involving both Iran and
Saudi Arabia.1

in response to the execution of 47 people

The elimination of Saddam Hussein in the

including the members of the terrorist group al-

2003 invasion of Iraq by the U.S. has become

Qaeda and a Shia religious leader. Following the

quite a turning point in the geo-political situation

execution of the Shiite cleric SheikhNimr-al Nimr,

of the Middle Eastern region. The Arab world

Saudi Arabia diplomats were given 48 hours by

itself was going through the transformations

the Iranian leaders to leave the Iranian soil. This

after 2010. This, in turn led to the fading away of

can be easily marked as the swift escalation in

the regional order and structure, thereby making

the strategic and sectarian rivalry that underpins

“security” the most precious commodity amongst

conflicts in the region. Many analysts in the US

the countries of the region. In fact, U.S. invasion

and outside US believe that this severing of the

of Iraq opened a new chapter in the regional

ties came at a time when the western world had

affairs shifting the balance of power towards the

hoped that even limited cooperation between the

relations between Iran and Saudi Arabia. To a

two powers could help end crushing the civil

certain extent it can be said that the relations

wars in Syria and Yemen and at the same time

between Iran and Saudi Arabia in the recent

easing the tensions in Iraq, Bahrain, Lebanon and

years have been characterised specifically by the

elsewhere.

religious-ideological antagonism and competing

Instead

the

analysts

are

now
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political and geostrategic interests and an

Arabia.6During the presidency of Ahmadinejad in

ongoing competition for religious hegemony in

Iran the points of difference have mostly been

the Middle East.2

related to the ideological and geo-political nature

Historically, despite numerous efforts by
each party to improve bilateral relations and
develop cooperation, Iran-Saudi relations have
been uneasy with the recurrent rhetorical war
and

the

grim

strategic

competition.

3

The

overthrow of the Shah in 1979 led to a turn
around situation between Iran and Saudi Arabia.
Since the Iranian revolution, the Iran-Saudi

of tensions in the region related mostly to the
war in Syria, conflict in Bahrain, Egyptian
revolution, the issue of Palestine and of course
Iran. 7 It is difficult to think of a particular
occasion in the time line of the two nations
where the two countries have worked together
constructively in order to resolve a problem
since 2005.

Arabia relations have continued to deteriorate

The main bone of contention between Iran

with the diplomatic relations between the two

and Saudi Arabia is that Iran’s ruling clerics see

countries nearly coming to an end after 1988.

Saudi’s royals as “corrupt custodians of Islam’s

Apparently, Saudi Arabia views Iran as a

holiest shrines.”8In turn, Saudi Arabia stringently

destabilizing force in the region thereby making

believes in the viewpoint that Iran harbours

the situation even grimmer. This viewpoint had

unchecked ambitions to dominate the region.

emerged due to Iran’s reported attempts 4 to

The probable linking of this fear can be

export revolution in the region.5

manifested in an uncertain assessment that Iran

The main impact of the Iranian revolution

is developing nuclear weapons.

on Iran-Saudi Arabia relations was a heightened

The possible reason for this distrust could

mistrust between two nations which has eroded

be attributed to the fact that both the countries

their cooperative

and

are viewing power and influence in the region as

created a bitter rivalry and strategic competition

the zero sum game; if Iranians gain, Saudi Arabia

in the region. The mistrust between Iran and

loses—and vice-versa. Saudi Arabia, in a way is

Saudi Arabia has come to an extent where Saudi

sceptical about Iran becoming a dominant power

Arabia has had an increased alliance with the U.S.

in the region, thus controlling the region. Saudi

in order to curb the Islamic Revolution in Iran.

Arabia often seems to view the region through

The relations between the two nations have

sectarian lenses and wants to unite people under

become

the

much

diplomatic relations

colder

after

2005

when

sectarian

umbrella

of Sunnis.

Riyadh

Ahmadinejad came to power in Iran. This was

therefore views the ascendency of Shias and the

due to a series of wrong policies and the

war in the region in zero-sum terms.9

appointment of unsuitable ambassadors to Saudi
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Many analysts believed that Iran’s regional
power

is

a

reality

after

take the throne next. Iran, he said, needs a way to

U.S.-Iran

block the reformists and the western advances in

rapprochement. Saudi Arabia, on the other hand

light of the recent nuclear deal. It seems,

has been apprehensive of Iran’s re-integration

according to him, nationalist behaviour can score

into the race for the regional and geo-political

points at home for both sides. That actually

supremacy in the region which can tip the

makes this an incredibly dangerous conflict.11

regional balance of power in Tehran’s favour. In

“The breaking of diplomatic relations is not the

Saudi Arabia’s analysis, an American–Iranian

issue, that’s just the latest shoe to drop,” said

rapprochement

Aaron David Miller, a vice president at the

would

the

www.capsindia.org

also

facilitate

Washington’s intended disengagement from the

Woodrow

region, further complicating the Saudi position

Scholars in Washington. “So this is going to make

vis-à-vis the looming “Iranian threat” and

a chaotic and dysfunctional situation even

representing an incentive to improve bilateral

worse,” Miller added.12

relations.10 This has also deepened the threat
perception amongst the nations in the region
thereby making it the main concern of the states

Wilson

International

Centre

for

(Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this
article are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the position of the Centre for Air Power Studies
[CAPS])

in the region.
According to US, both the countries should
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